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ATirnMATRD PRQVTSTnNTNG SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates generally to an Automated Provisioning System (APS system)

which is adapted to centralize and automate information management for online

services.

When new personnel or users are first allowed access onto an online service,

which may be provided by service providers such as Telecommunications Companies

(Telcos), corporations or enterprises, for example businesses or offices having their

own internal online services, the new personnel or users have to go through a

registration routine in order to enable them to use the online service. The registration

routine involves the new user providing information, such as an identity code, to a

central point so that each time the user logs onto the service, then their details are

verified and the user is permitted by means of an appropriate identity code, to access

pre-defmed parts of the service. The user on registration will have been given

permission to access certain parts of the online system according to the level of access

that they require. For the customer of a service provider the level of access wUl be

determined by the service that has been assigned as a result of completing an online

registration form. For example a customer responds to a promotion that has been

distributed by a service provider and registers for the online service via the internet. For

an employee of a company the level of access may be determined by their position in a

company and the work that they are required to perfonn. For example, the managing

director of a company is likely to be allowed access to all services, ranging from

accounting, to personnel and company strategy. In contrast a secretary may have access

only to services or information that he needs to actually work on and will be denied

access to other parts of the online services system.

Further, in organisations which are located on a number of office sites, it may

be necessary on registration to specify the exact location of that employee within the

organisation, for example if they are located at site A or site B because the employee

will be registered as using a particular computer terminal at a particular site. However,

if that employee is relocated in the organisation and is moved to another office site, a

re-resistration procedure must take place to take account of that relocation to another

office and terminal. This means that on relocation, there will be a delay in the
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individual recomniencing work as a result of the need for there to be a re-registration

procedure to enable the individual to use the computer network once they have moved.

This will result in a reduction of the efficiency of the individual, which in turn will

reduce the productivity of the organisation. Further, with such systems it is necessary to

have a department in the organisation which is dedicated to the manual input of data

about individuals in that organisation that are using the computer network and where

those individuals are located. Also a system has to be set up to track and monitor the

movement of individuals in the organisation, and the costs associated with such

departments and tracking systems, with the increase in personnel needed, increases the

costs of running a computer network within an organisation.

Accordingly, there is a need for an APS system which facilitates the rapid

deployment of new entities onto an online service, which may be an individual or a

piece of infrastructure such as network hardware eg. switches and workstations, and

software eg. firewalls, operating systems and mail servers. Further there is a need to

reduce costs and improve efficiency by the removal of the manual assigmnent of

registration and tracking processes. There is the need for the fast and reliable changes

to infrastructure, together with the ability to expand and integrate existing systems with

associated infrastructures. In turn, there is the need for the facility to consolidate

distinct networks, say following an acquisition of another network by an organisation,

eg. after the merger of organisations. There is also the need for the automation of the

tracking and registration of user entities from one internet protocol address to another,

which may be controlled by a single logical repository for all entity information,

thereby making the online service more user fiiendly, faster and more flexible to use.

Further, in service providers who are operating online services on behalf of

other organisations there is the need to be able to manage each organisation's

information in a separate logical partition of the single information repository and

apply branding to the administration and registration interfaces that are specific to each

organisation. There is also the need for the systems that provide the online services to

be able to determine the logical partition to be used within the single repository when

authenticating and authorising users to use the online services

SUMN4ARY OF THE INVENTION

According to the present invention, the core components of an embodiment of

the APS system of the present invention are a Service Manager for reading, writing,
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modifying and searching for information in a Directory Server such as a LDAP/X.500

Directoiy Server, an Administration Interface for creation of services and user domains

and for the generation of reports and an Interface Manager (Story Processor ™) for the

registration of users of the online services and for the presentation and collection of

information from administrators and that relate to the usage of the online services.

Together the Service Manager. Administration Interface and Interface Manager control

the administration, entity registration and reporting functions of the system and can also

extend control to include firewalls and appUcation servers, such as mail servers and

news servers. Even non-directory enabled infrastruaure is supported with the use of a

mediation fijnction.

The APS system of the present invention may be used with infrastnictures that

support dial-in Internet users. This includes pools of modems, network access servers

and Authentication Authorisation Accounting (AAA)/RAD1US servers. Internet

Service Providers (ISPs), Network Semce Providers and Application Service Providers

. (ASPs) rely on existing PSTN and ISDN infrastructures to allow dial-in users to

connea to their NAS devices from homes and offices. The APS system of the present

invention aims to provide a service based authentication and authorisation to use the

system and provides a customisable user interface for subscriber registration, together

with an administration/help desk. The administration interface allows the service

providers to create, modify or delete the services that they provide as well as providing

a fast-dial-up access to the internet. The APS system also seeks to provide for an

automated on-line subscriber self-registration system via a web browser interface.

Further the APS system aims to allow for the configuration or reconfiguration of

infrastructures with new or modified subscriber settings according to the level of access

that the subscriber requires and existing subscribers once registered with the service

provider, can subscribe to new services or modify existing
.

services or they can

unsubscribe from services. Internet Protocol address assignment maybe used to deliver

differentiated qualities of service to different types of subscribers, for example there

may be residential tiers, business tiers, corporate tiers which are defined according to

the level of access required by the subscriber and the status of that subscriber or group

of subscribers. The RADIUS server provides authentication and authorisation services

using information that has been put in the Directory using the APS system to enable the
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subscriber to access the network and there may also be a provision for the automatic

revocation of a service after a predefined period eg. after the expiry of a subscription

period to a service provider. The APS system seeks to support Virtual Private

Networking (VPN), Virtual Portal and Virtual Private Directory (VPD) creation with

multi-user administrator and help desk facilities. For each VPN. Virtual Portal and

VPD the APS will also apply specific branding to the administration and registration

user interfaces

The APS system of the present invention may also be used by cable TV

companies. Cable companies possess a Hybrid Fibre Coaxial (HFC) infrastructure

which delivers a high bandwidth communication link into a house, office or

organisation and the cable comiects to a splitter for shared access by multiple devices

eg. set-top boxes, telephones etc. A cable company may provide a multitude of

different services to which customers may subscribe eg. home shopping services, chat

services, opinion polling services, news, movie, and sports chamiel services, call

waiting, diversion and caU barring services etc.

The APS system of the invention, in addition to the fecilities it provides for

Service Providers as discussed also aims to provide the assignment of cable modem IP

addresses using Directory enabled DHCP or Directory enabled Bootstrap Protocol

(BOOTP) and to assign cable modem boot files and appropriate TFTP servers to

modems to retrieve boot configuration files. There is also the provision of a dynamic

link between a cable modem, workstation and the subscriber which assists in the

prevention of thefts from the service as the subscriber can be traced. Further the APS

features include the provision of support for aU MCNS compliant cable modems and as

for the APS system, aims to allow for browsing and searching ofthe directory store.

The APS system of the invention aims to be fiilly extensible to satisfy specific

business requirements, which can range from the inclusion of extra directory enabled

server components such as RADIUS server components for an ISP, to an additional

interface to support an existing or legacy system or workflow and biUing systems. The

APS system also aims to support an extensible scheme for adding new object types to

an LDAP/X.500 directory as new types of network infrastructure are added.

Also, the APS can be used within enterprises such a corporations or offices or

simply a network of users which provide intranet, extranet and remote access services

to their workforce or users. Different roles within an enterprise may necessitate

different service levels for staff and management. Consequently an APS system for an.
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enterprise must include, in addition to the systems already discussed, rapid

registration/deployment ofnew employees and the allocation of IP addresses via DHCP

which can deliver differentiated dualities of service to differing communities of entities

eg. they may provide a home user entity tier or a remote office tier. There may be the

provision for the automatic revocation of a service such as an IP address based on a

defined policy, which may be as long as an employee remains in employment with the

enterprise, for example contract workers. The APS features may also include web

browser interfaces for access to information using the Imerface Manager, including

addresses in use by subnet, time in use per address, IP address to name assignmem,

inventory information per address and manual suspension and revocation of users and

associated IP addresses.

The APS system of the presem invention may also be used by companies for

imemet services. Companies who offer products or services for sale over the Internet

capture information from users regarding the products and services they require and the

method of payment they wish to use. The information can be passed to an online billing

system or to a system which will debit funds from their selected credit card company.

The information will also be used to instruct a workflow system to dispatch the product

to the individual or to instruct an online server to provide the required service.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the drawings:

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the Interface, Imerface Manager, Web

Server Service Manager and Directory of the APS system according to the invention

Figure 2 illustrates how information is modeled and stored within the APS system.

Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between the components of the APS system of the

invention

Figure 4 illustrates the summation of base profiles plus profile extensions

Figure 5 is a flow chart which illustrates a LAN (local area network) user entity

registration process using an APS of the invention.

Figure 6 is a flow chart which illustrates an automated ISP subscriber self registration

process using an APS of the invention.

Figure 7 is a flow chart which illustrates an automated cable subscriber self registration

process using an .APS of the invention.
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Figure 8 shows an APS system of an embodiment of the invention being used with a

multi service enterprise infrastructure.

Figure 9 shows an APS system of an embodiment of the invention being used with a

multi service Internet service provider infrastructure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The APS system of the invention comprises a range of components such as:

a. A Service Manager

b. Information Association GUI components

c. Information repository components, for example, X.500 Directories which include

Open Directory DX Servers, LDAP servers such as Netscape Directory Servers,

and Proprietary Directories such as Microsoft Active Directories.

d. An Interface Manager

e. A Trigger Server

f. A Report Server

g. A Cookie Server

k Infrastructure components which include;

DHCP servers

DNS servers

RADIUS/AAA servers

Cable Modem Head End

Cable TV Head End

Application servers such as Mail servers or News servers

Routers

Traffic Shaping Devices

Firewalls

PABX

Certificate Authorities

The core APS component is the Service Manager as shown in figure 1, which

manaaes and integrates the other components. The Service Manager 5 allows for

different software interface components 7a and hardware components 7b to be

developed which can communicate with the Service Manager. The Service Manager

has a defined application programming interface (API) which allows customised client
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applications to be developed. The InterFace Manager 3, will allow for high

customisation. The Service Manager 5 can interface with the Administration Interface 1

or the Interface Manager 3, which in turn can interface with the Web Server 2. Standard

CORBA interfaces 4 allows for an industry standard distributed system, as well as a

comprehensive inter-communications architecture and security system. The Service

Manager 5 can include a directory communication layer which enables the Service

Manager to work with muhiple directories allowing for dealing with a number of

aspects at any one time such as fail-over and load sharing of requests. The Service

Manager can then in turn, be interfaced with the Directory 10. The service manager

uses the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) 7 for communication with the

Directory 10. The Service Manager 5, Administration Interface 1, Interface Manager 3

and Directory 10 may all reside on distinct machines running any network operating

systems that are supported by the APS. Native applications can be developed to run on

machines that communicate direaly with the Service Manager 5. The Directory 10 can

exist on a distinct server and may not be situated in the same geographical location as

the Service Manager 5. ~

An Administration Interface 1, is a stand alone program that runs on a

computer. The APS of the invention allows Application Interfaces to make direct calls

to the Service Manager 5, bypassing the Interface Manager 3, all together. The APS

supports a range of interface mechanisms allowing direct access to the Service

Manaaer 5 and where necessary encapsulates specific details within capabilities of the

Interface Manager. This flexibility allows APS to easily accommodate new interface

mechanisms, simply by plugging in a new Story Processor such as a HTML Browser

11, or an Applet Interface if the desired interface mechanism is unable to talk directly

to the Service Manager 5

.

The APS includes a Trigger Server 9 which causes operations such as business

rules and workflow to be triggered once an action is logged on the system, for example

it may include an interface to a legacy billing system which is used to collect and send

printed bills to a customer as well as writing the information to the directory server.

The APS also includes a Report Server 8 which can carry out complex searches

on the system and can report back information in a specific way according to the

requirements of the individual requesting that information.

Also, a Cookie Server 6 is included which, holds values that are wriuen to the

browser 1 1 by the web server 2 when the Interface Manger 3 is run. The Cookie Server
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holds this information, .for example a page number, as a reference point which the user

can look for when resuming a piece ofwork on the system. The Cookie Server acts as a

short term persistent store of up to 24 hours.

Also, the system may include Middleware which enables different types of

software to communicate with each other. This is particularly useful as it enables

hardware from one manufacturer which may be using a certain type of software to be

interfaced with hardware from another manufacturer, which may be using another

software system. The advantage of this system is that it allows systems to be built up

from difFererit pieces of hardware rather than having to have a system comprising

universal pieces of hardware.

The APS is fully scalable and can support multiple Service Managers 5,

multiple Web Servers 2 that are associated with user browsers. Browsers are usually

the primary information management interfaces for the network system.

Horizontal Scalability caters for an increase in the size of the user base and as

this increases, Service Managers can be added, with Web Servers being load balanced

to handle the increased load. Alternatively, a single Service Manager can be used and it

can use load balancing to make requests to multiple Directory System Agents.

The Service Manager may be configured in a high performance configuration to

enable high throughput of user activity at peak network times and in situations where

there are high user loads, for example more than 10000 registrations per day. The

Service Manager 5 uses servlet technology where each individual request creates a

separate thread of execution. This improves server efficiency via the use of light weight

threading models and using faster in-process execution. The Interface Manager 3,

handles peak loads of requests by queuing registration requests to the Service Manager

5 and as requests come into the server, they are first stored in a serialised format on the

server. The queue of registration requests is then processed by the Service Manager that

acts as a buffer, until there are no registration requests remaining.

The Service Manager can support password encryption schemes such as MD5,

SHA, DES and can provide support for X.509 certificates. Authorisation may be a two

layer mechanism required for a user-service and a service-infrastructure system. The

benefits are that authorisation can be managed at a service level. The Serv^ice Manager

ensures network security by supporting secure sockets throughout the system. CORBA

implementations support SSL over DO? thereby ensuring security between the

CORBA 4 and the Service Manager 5. Leading browsers all support SSL capabilities.
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The Service Manager 5 can support the notion of Fail over-DSA, which the

Service Manager can revert to in the event of Directory/DSA failure. The Service

Manager can support muhiple Interface Managers that communicate with a single

Service Manager and so if the Web Server 2 or Interface Manager 3 fails, the system

will still be available. This arrangement allows for multiple Service Managers, each of

which talks to one or more DSA. In the event of a Service Manager failing, the overall

system will still operate using the Service Manager(s) that have not failed. If a Server

fails as a result of load, hardware or software problems, no registration request will be

lost because these requests are stored in a persistent form on the Server on which the

Story Processor resides. When the Seivice Manager recovers from a failure or is

restarted, it checks whether there are any pending registration requests and then

processes them if necessary.

While the APS requires the presence of a Directory, such as a LDAP/X.500

'

directory the system is vendor neutral which means that it can be used with a range of

specific components from different manufacturers. The APS is extensible to the effect

that if additional pieces of equipment are introduced to the infrastmcture, such as

software infrastructure 7a for example a firewall, application servers. DHCP BootP,

DDNS and RADIUS or hardware infrastructures 7b such as Lan switches. Routers or

Gateways the components can integrate with the managemem of existing components.

The Directoi7 10 acts as an information repository for information such as

information about entities which can be defined as any person or piece of infrastructure

requiring access to a service and an entity's access to these resources is defined by its

entity base profile plus extensions to that profile. Further information stored by the

Directory 10 is information about profile policies, which is defined by the services that

can be supplied by the network, information about the infrastructure components and

about Virtual Private Directories. (VPDs). Virtual Private Directories are logical

partitions or sub-trees of a single physical LDAP/X.500 directory that a remote

organisation has devolved authority for. For example a corporate organisation, such as

a multi-national bank may have its own VPD which controls all the administration of

that organisation. Telcos can provide their own dial in services for organisations that do

not wish to manaae their own physical dial in infrastructure. In order to identify and

authenticate the dial in user, the Telco verifies the users login details such as the user's

usemame password, calling number or called number against those stored in the VPD

for that user Although the APS is responsible for hosting the VPD's of a user.
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administralion of the VPD can be taken on by the user if they wish and this is referred

to devolved authority of the VPD.

Figure 2 shows how the information is stored by the APS system. Users 14 are

given specific profiles 13 according to the requirements that they have for using the

system. Based on the profiles 13 that have been recorded for the user, that user vwU

then have access to services 12 that are connected to the infi^structure, such as hard

ware and software 7a and 7b of the system. The services 12, users 14, profiles 13 and

infrastructure 7a,7b intercommunicate way of configuration objects such as the user to

service configuration objects X, Profile to service configuration objects Z and service

to infi-astructure configuration objects Y. The user to service configuration object

collates user service attributes provided by sub-class extensions of the user profile

which represents user specific parameters which aUow the user access to services such

as the RADIUS usemame, RADIUS password, POP usemame and password ie the

mail address and attributes and the WEB attributes which allow access to the Internet.

The profile to service attributes set from the user profdes allow the user access to

specific service parameters which can be used for fimctions.such as marketing. There

are aeain the RADIUS, Mail and WEB passwords which allow access to information

such as lists and numbers of mailboxes of clients to which the user can send

information eg. for information about products. The service to infrastructure

configuration object takes the service attributes provided by the sub class extensions

and replaces the service parameters so allowing configuration between RADIUS, Mail

and WEB attributes. This allows the infrastructure to find the service that is required by

a user based on the profiles given for that user.

A user entity object will contain at least the user name, password , location of

the entity, contact information, set of profiles for the entity and the authentication

expiry. The profile attribute for an entity contains a reference to a base profile for an

entity plus, and if applicable, one or more profile extensions. Each entity will have at

least one profile and possible more.

The first profile in the entity's set of profiles is referred to as the base profile

and additional profiles are known as profile extensions. A ffrst profile may be a base

profile for one entity but this first profile may also be a profile extension for another

entity. It is the core characteristics of an entity which is described by the base profile.

The profile extensions represent refinements to the services that can be made available

lo the entity. Profile extensions allow customisation of the service that a particular
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entity receives, without having to create an entirely new profile for that entity and can

best be conceptualised as fine tuning adjustments to the basic service level.

Entities are granted authorisation to use a service or services by their

association with entity profiles ie. services are not directly assigned to entities but

rather profiles are assigned to entities. And at the same time, services are assigned to

profiles. An entity profile is a list of one or more services which coUectively defines a

level of access to an infrastructure. These services become available to entities that are

assigned the respective profile. A level of service may be nil where access to the

service is to be denied.

A key benefit of using profiles is that there will typically be far fewer profiles

than the number of entities, which will simplify the maintenance function of assigning

services to entities. An example ofan organisations entity profile may be as follows:

Pre-provisioned Entity Profile - includes unregistered entity services which provide

provisional IP to un-provisioned or pre-provisioned entities allowing access to the

registration domains only.

Basic User profile- Includes basic-user services eg. maU service

Administration profile- Includes basic-user service and administration services, which

provides administration rights to the APS system.

Mobility profile- Includes basic-user services and dial-in user services

Helpdesk profile- Includes basic-user services and query services]

Human Resource profiles- Includes basic-user services and administration services.

Figure 4 demonstrates the logical summing of a base profile with an extension

profile, to create a single virtual profile that is an aggregate of the two component

I^ofiles. However, there is one notable exception to this system and that is when two

different profiles are in direct opposition to one another and in such a situation, the first

occurence in the set of profiles is the profile that takes precedence. Typically, this will

be the base profile as it is the base profile that defines the core characteristics of the

level of service that is to be provided for a user. If it is the intention of the network

administrator to override the base profile, rather than to extend it, then the correct

action would be to replace the base profile with the profile extension for that entity.

The fact that an entity can have multiple profiles means that h is possible for the

duplication of identical services to occur. This can be seen in figure 4, where both

profile C and A contain services 1 and 4. As these profiles are identical, they only

occur once in the logical sum of the two profiles.
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The logical summation of the individual profiles for a given entity is not stored

within the directory store but a dynamic structure is held m the service manager. When

an entity requests a service, the service manager looks up this logical set of services

which was created preferably when the entity session begins, to establish whether the

entity is authorised to gain access to that particular service.

The use of profile extensions gives rise to a maintenance function, whereby a

network administrator can periodically check for patterns of use of a certain profile

extension or extensions to enhance a given base profile, which could enable a user to

gain access to fiirther services that are offered on a network. A high fi-equency of use of

a particular profile extension, combined with a particular base profile would suggest to

the network administrator that a new base profile for an entity whose base profile it is,

was required which would incorporate the previous base profile and the profile

extension services that have been used. The administrator would then create a new base

profile and apply it to the appropriate entities.

Services are the logical association of different pieces of infi-astructure and/or

existing services, which cooperate to provide the requirements of a particular entity.

The infrastructure may be the network hardware such as routers, switches, workstations

or any other type of hardware that the APS will manage. The infi-astructure may also be

applications such as firewalls, mail servers, operating systems or any other type of

software that the APS system will manage.

The services may be abstracted fi-om the physical infrastructure which provides

the benefits ofhaving a less complex system where in order to consider entity access

the APS allows the system to consider the infrastructure in broad terms rather then in

terras of each of the individual components. Also, the APS allows the system to

recognise patterns in the infiastructure requirements by recognising classes of entities.

Further the APS allows for the separation of an entity maintenance role from that of the

infrastructure maintenance role. The use of service inheritance also means that the task

of creating new services is simplified because a network administrator may upgrade a

new service by basing it on the old service and adding fiuther pieces of infi^ructure to

compensate for the deficiencies in the old service that were noted by the network

administrator. With service inheritance there is also the feature that a base service may

not be deleted while there are services that are inherited from it. The system would scan

existing services to ensure that there are no services which are inherited from a service

to ensure that no files are deleted accidentally. The APS will enable an enterprise to
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create an infrastructure that is available to all employees by creating a single service

called a "user service". Further a single level of service can be provided for all

employees which is accessed by a single dial-in service. Further if an organisation has a

router which allows access to the public domain, a service can be created such as a

"gateway service" which relates to only a single or selected items of infrastructure. All

other items can then be accessed separately via a "general user service". Also, where an

organisation has a network administrator who wishes to take a hands on approach to the

allocation of network resources to entities and prefers to think in terms of infrastructure

rather then m services, then a separate service can be created for each piece of

infrastructure.

APS provides for the devolved authority of the Directory whereby a single

directory may store information sub-trees for multiple organisations or sub-

organisations which are provided with the facility to administer their own private

logical portion of the physical directory tree, independently ofthe service provider. The

APS provides Virtual Private Directory (VPD) administration tools. The APS allows

the administration interface for the directory owner to create, modify or delete the

logical VPDs from a single physical directory. Also the APS provides an administration

Jerface whereby individual VPD organisations or sub-organisations can administer

their own VPDs. This includes interfaces to add, modify or delete users of a system or

for reporting from the system. Further users of a given VPD organisation or

suborganisation can also administer their own personal accounts, modify their service

level and view their usage and accounting details.

The APS system allows for the assignment or preparation of resources for use

by the entity to which the resources are associated. There are two types of association,

firstly associating entities with services and secondly, associating services with

infrastructure.

Entity to service association, also known as "immediate association" is the

process whereby the service/services that are specifies in a given entity's base profile

(plus any extensions ofthat profile) become available to an entity. This means that

should an entity require services that are associated with a particular profile, then they

have access to request those services. Entity to service association incorporates the

steps of registration, which involves identification and authorisation ofan entity,

followed by authorisation for the entity to use services.
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Registration is the process where an entity formally introduces itself to the APS

system. In this process, entity details are gathered and stored within the directory store,

where a unique entry is created in the directory for the entity. This stored information

can then be quickly retrieved by the APS components. For example, a RADIUS server

may wish to verify a usemame/password combination that has been received from a

Remote Access Server (RAS) that a user of a telecommunications system has dialed

into to request access to a company LAN. The RADIUS server retrieves the details

relating to that user from the directory store and this includes the password that was

specified by the user during the registration process.

As shown in figure 5, typically, every time a LAN user starts up their

workstation, they must enter a user name, plus password details in order to be able to

log on to their LAN. Different operating systems have different security systems for

logging into a system. APS allows for a once only registration process whereby a user

can log onto a system without constantly needing to re-authenticate themselves to the

APS system. A user, for example an employee who starts work with and remains wfth

an organisation for a certain period of employment can maintain their APS registration

throughout their employment , without ever needing to change their service

requirements. However, an employee who gains a promotion thereby needing a

different level of service may wish to change their configuration, which they can do

using the APS system of the invention.

Registration is a precursor to the provision of services and only allows an

unregistered entity DNS access to the registration process itself, thereby debarring

unauthorised users from accessing the network. Registration may occur without the

user making any subsequent request for a service and as mentioned, may occur only

once for an individual or employee who uses the same workstation and whose user

entity is set to infmite. Registration may also be an ongoing process as in the case of a

dial-in ISP user as shown in figure 6 or for an automated cable modem subscriber as

shown in figure 7. Registration presents the availability of services, it does not translate

directly into actual service requests. It is the information that is stored about an entity

during the registration process that is used by the authorisation process to determine

whether an entity's service request will be granted.

In the case of aLAN user registration process as shown in figure 5. An entity

request for a service or services initiates the process of entity identification as shown in

step numbered 20. The identification process attempt to determine who or what is the
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e«i,y and .hi. is done by comparing infor^tion .ha. is pa« of ,he serv,ce re<,u=s. w^^:

LoLion .ha. is s.ored in U,= D^c.o.v such as^ LDAP/X.500 D..C.O.,, .o checic

whether dcailsabou. .he =n.i9 .ha. is making Itereques., arc held.

.fan e«i<y lop on.o U,e sys.en,« has accessed .he sys.en, before and

^ derails abou. ,hc enrhy are held on .he DneCory. .hen access » sys.en, rs denred

„ .he emity. An enrHy in Uris case would I. described as an anonynK,us en.,.y. Tins

si.na.ion nmy arise „hen a new user logs omo U« ne.»ork or when a new p,ece of

„e.woriciniras.n.cure is logged on.o .he ne.«orlcorwhe„anewwor.s«.,o„..ogged

on.o 0. ncworv. Taking *e case ofwhen a new worksu.ion is bgged on.0 *e

nemoriu .he Media Access Conuol (MAC) address is no. recogmsed by Are DHCP
nerwontui

, ,o u assisned m Ae workstation

server, shown by step 21 and so a provmonal IP address ,s assigned to

at step 22 The granting of a provisional IP address tneans *a. .he workstation is un-

p^vLned and in order to gain access to any network services, the workstation must

be registered by a network administrator via a registration inlerface.

"
Theen.ity,nayhave™..everaccessed.hesys.embef„reb««.sys.emniaybe

pre^onfiaured by a nemork adnnnistrator to recognise *e entity when *=y .ry to

access^ systera For example, a employee may be due » sUr. work n, a few

d.ys.taeandbeforefteenipbyeearrives.*eadminis.ra.ormayse.upa

J^^/passwordcombbiationforthatemptoyee. When *e employee logs ^.o .he

sys.em *ev will be idemified as being a pre-provisioned e„.i.y shown a. step 23

When an eMity makes a service request, ti. entity is recognised by the system

U., a^eadv has configuration details a^ut .he enlily. .f .he en.i.y is succes^ly

iden.ifiedaspre.p,ovisionedandtoprovisioned,regis.ra.ion.h=nproceeds.o.he

tt^Lio process using *e Service Manager as shown s.ep 24. ,f .he en.Ky is

:Lorded I behig anonymous, access n«y be denied .o .he ne.w„rk or alternatively

will be referred .0 the registration interfece. shown at step 25.

,fthe user is allowed access to the system a valid IP address wJl be assigned»

tKe wo,ks.a.ion m ac^rdance wiO, .he user profiles as shown in s.ep 27. The D^eCory

^ fte DNS can be updated wi.h new user en.i.ymachine devils, on a commuous

tasis as shown in slep 26. which will allow for .he valid IP add«ss a. s.ep 27 « be

updated in accordance with the requirements ofthe user.

,n figure 6. a similar process occurs, a us. can dial in«o an ISP via a modem a

,8
;,NAs"serverp,t,videsiden,irica,ioninforma.ion.oaRADIUSservera.29a„dth.

'radius server looks up u> .he Director .o verify identification details for .ha. user a,
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30. If the user is provisioned, the RADIUS server will return an IP address which will

provide the level of service that a user has been specified by a user profile that is held

on the Directory at 31. Ifthe user is not provisioned, a provisional IP can be assigned to

the user which allows the user to browse the registration screen only 32. The user can

then enter registration details, including details ofhow they wUl pay for their use of the

requested services 33 and the user registration details can then be checked on the

Directory to see ifthey are valid. When the user details are stored on the Directory, the

user can then redial into the system using their new number or password which allows

the user to access the system with at the level of service that they have specified 35. If

the registration details are not valid, the system will not aUow the user access and will

register that there has been a log on failure 36.

In the case of a cable modem subscriber as shown in figure 7, the user connects

into the system via a set-top box 37. The set-top box makes the DHCP request to the

DHCP server which looks in the Directory to see ifMAC addresses have been assigned

to a provisioned user 38. Ifthe MAC address/serial ID ofthe user is identified 3, the

DHCP server returns the IP address and name of the TFTP file containing set-top box

configuration settings to the set-top box 40, which retrieves them from the TFTP

server. The set-top box then configures itself using the TFTP file to provide the user

with the level of service that they requested using the user profile 42. If the Mac

address/serial ID is not identified, a provisional IP is assigned to the set-top box cable

modem and the user is presented with a registration screen 43. The user can then enter

their registration details and if these are valid, user details are stored in the Directory

and a set top MAC address/ serial number is associated with the user 45. The user can

then use the allocated MAC address/serial ID to log onto the system when they restart

the set-top box. Ifthe registration details are not found to be valid a log on failure will

be registered.

The authentication process attempts to verify the entities that are attempting to

log onto the network. There may be two levels of authentication for example 'Veak

authentication' where say the user name and password is checked, or "strong

authentication" where say a digital certificate request is made to a smart card or a

finger-print scan takes place. The level of authentication may be demanded as a

function of the access method, the service requested or the geography of the user. Once

an entity has been authenticated, the system then determines whether the proven entity

is authorised to use the requested service.
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Authorisation is an ongoing process which handles authorisation to use a

service. Before delivering the requested service, the application must first receive the

necessary clearance for that entity. To determine which response to make, the

appUcation assesses parameters such as the entity's base profile plus any profile

extensions, the entity's network access method eg. via a dial-in ISP request, dial-in

direct to RAS request, LAN request, geographical location ofthe entity of the time of

access. The primary parameter is the entity's profile plus any profile extensions.

Authorisation wUl only be given ifthe entity has been explicitly registered to use a

particular service. Provided approval is given to the appUcation to grant a service

request, the application may then proceed to the actual delivery ofthe service to the

entity. Entity-service association is then said to be completed.

Service-infrastructure association then occurs which involves configuration of

- items ofthe infrastructure specified by the service in a way that provides the service to

the requesting emity. The item, (such as the DHCP server) configures itself in a

mamier which is specific to that object. There are two types of infrastructure

configuration, the first where use is allowed by the entity and the second where use is

denied to the entity.

The APS provides user/administration interfaces for a range of fiinctional areas

such as reoistration. report/query, administration, IP configuration, DNS management,

VPD management and security management. The APS supports the creation of user

interfaces using technologies such as the Browser interfaces, application interfaces and

user defmed interfaces. The HTML for display by the Browser is generated or stored on

a web server and is served to the user via HTTP protocols. HTML is platform

independent and HTTP ports are generaUy available through firewalls. APS support for

HTML is achieved by using an HTML adaptor contained within the Story Processor

that runs on the web server. The Story Processor HTML adaptor handles data

submitted via and HTML interface and also delivers HTML interfaces. The Story

Processor then converts requests for service from interface specific format into a

generic format which is passed to the service manager layer.

Althouoh the APS system provides for the use of standard interfaces, rt is also

possible for organisations to build their own interfaces or to use existing interfeces that

the organisation is already using but which are adapted by the APS system ofthe

invemion APS interfaces which may be customised are IP configurations, security

manaoemem and VPD or domain managemem. APS interfaces which support partial
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custonusation eg. use ofcompany specific logos or background images on standard

APS interfaces are:

HTML based VPD interfeces

HTML based Registration interfaces

HTML based report/query interfaces

HTML based administration interfaces

Partial interfece customisation is referred to as interface branding. Interface

branding involves the insertion of a company brand/logo information into the HTML

frame-sets as headers and/or footers. A virtual ISP may buy an ISP service from a

larger ISP which uses the APS system ofthe invention. Assuming all the user details

are stored and administered using the parent ISP's infrastructure, any virtual ISP

subscriber wishing to check details such as account details, would use the parent ISP's

subscriber account maintenance interface. To conceal the fact that they are using the

system, the virtual ISP user could provide as part of their virtual ISP configuration,

their own logos to customise the HTML interface.

APS interfaces which allow for complete replacement by a customised interface

are registration interfaces and HTML based report/query interfaces. The mechanism

that allows for organisations to build their own interfaces are the same programming

Application Programming Interfaces (API's) that can be invoked by standard APS user

interfaces and these include Service Manager API's and Stoiy Processor Adaptor

API's. For example, an organistion may wish to publish their own registration

interface usina HTML or mukiple HTML pages to collect registration details. Once the

user has trave^rsed the HTML pages (stories) the data is posted to the HTML adaptor

which translates the data into an object to pass the Service Manager.

APS interfaces can provide interface security to media such as public networks

or insecure private networks. The APS system does not assume that standard security

implementations such as firewalls are fully secure arid implements its own security

model to provide measures of security required. Security measures that may be required

are data confidentiality, data integrity, authentication and non-repudiation.

The APS implements security measures using Secure Sockets Layers (SSL)

which secure transmissions over networks and create secure socket connections

between a user and a server. SSL supports multiple cryptographic techniques for

example, RC2 or RC4 encryption with a 40-bit key, RC4 encryption with a 128-bit key

and a MD5 MAC, triple DES encryption with a 1 68-bit key and a SHA-1 MAC, RC2
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and RC4 encryption with a 40-bit key and a MD5 IvIAC and no encryption with an

MD5 MAC.

The APS allows the administrators to select the type of security appropriate for

an information exchange, for example whether credit card details are to be acquired for

a user or whether data integrity is important Further, different levels of security may be

provided for according to the entity type, access method, service requested or the

geography ofthe user. For example, a mobile employee connecting to a LAN from

abroad would require greater authentication to use a network than an internal employee

who is connecting directly to the LAN. Selection ofthe type of security has system

performance implications in terms ofCPU processing, public key cryptography and for

example, 3-way CHAP authentication involves more network traffic than 2-way PAP.

The APS system of the invention gives the APS administrator the flexibility to select

the security technique that is appropriate to the performance of the system.

.

Figure 8 shows a schematic figure of a multi service enterprise structure in

which the APS system uses the directory to link a plurality ofDHCP configured

workstations which are in turn linked to a number of servers, including a mail server,

Internet server and apphcation server.

Figure 9 shows a schematic figure which is similar to that shown in figure 8

ekcept that it shows a multi service ISP infrastructre. Rather than having a number of

DHCP configurated workstations as shown in figure 8, figure 9 shows a system where

individuals can have access via a modem, cable modem or set top box, corporate

firewall or VPN to the APS controlled system.
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CLAIMS

1 An information management system comprising a directory server which is

connected to a service manager, with the service manager being adapted to

manage information for directory enabled components whereby the service

manager is adapted to read/write information to the directory server in response

to specific entity profiles.

2. An information management system according to claim 1 in which the entity

profile comprises a base profile.

3 . An information management system according to claim 2 in which the base

profile also further comprises an extension profile.

4. An information management system according to clairns 2 and 3 in which the

entity profile comprises a combination of one or more base profiles and

extension profiles.

5. An information management system according to claims 2, 3 or 4 in which the

end user is dynamically associated with infi-astrxjcture and applications via one

or more base profiles and extension profiles.

6. An information management system according to claim 1 in which the APS

comprises a Virtual Private Directory or domain management capability.

7. An information management system according to claim 1 in which the APS

provides an open Interface Manager for the creation, deletion or modification of

information or entity profiles that are used with online service systems through

stories.

8. An information management system according to claim 1 in which the APS

provides a trigger mechanism for the creation, deletion or modification of
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information outside of the directory server thus enabling information

distribution to billing systems, databases and workflow management.

9. An information management system according to claim 1 in which the APS

provides a reporting mechanism for information.

1 0. An information management system according to claim 1 which provides

information in a directory for the allocation of IP addresses, gateway and DNS

server configuration to a workstation via a directory enabled DHCP server.

11. An information management system according to claim 1 that provides for the

managemem of configuration information for access control to an online

services system.

12. An information management system according to claim 1 that requires

authemication of emities prior to the provision of services to an entity using an

online service system.

13. An information managemem system according to claim 1 in which the APS can

be scaled by the addition of further APS components to provide a global

infrastructure for a computer network system.

14. An information management system according to claim 1 in which the APS

provides a user guide to communicate the function of the computer system to a

user.
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